In the church of St. George at Pološko is depicted one of the most representative images of Stefan Dušan and his family in the medieval art. This complex composition is full of symbolism that reflects the historic moment of its creation and Dušan’s desire to proclaim himself as a rightful ruler of the newly conquered territories in Macedonia. The portraits of the royal family as well as the other decoration of the church reveals the development of this symbolism in the royal iconography. This paper pays special attention to the representation of the Serbian ruler and his assimilation to Constantine the Great and to Archangel Michael depicted in the naos of the church.

Stefan Dušan as “new Constantine”

The donor’s composition at Pološko is developed on the west facade of the church (now an east wall of the narthex, fig. 1). Serbian royal family is depicted in the upper register. The composition consists of the portrait of the Serbian king Stefan Dušan, his wife Jelena and his son Uroš. Above the royal family Christ Emmanuel “in Another Form” crowns the king and his son. Two angels descend from heaven, one to crown the queen and the other to bring the sword to the king. In the lower zone is represented the posthumous portrait of Jovan Dragušin with his family: his wife, his mother, the founder Maria, and his son.

This iconographic solution, where the Serbian royal family is represented above the donors, is introduced for the first time in Pološko. It is later repeated only in the narthex of Lesnovo. The iconography of the composition is thus used to indicate the hierarchy of the two kingdoms - celestial and terrestrial, as well as the hierarchy within the Serbian kingdom - that of the king and his dignitary. By placing the royal family above that of the donors the painting indicates that the power of Dušan proceeds from Christ, in the same way that the donor’s power proceeds from Dušan. The portraits of the royal family are represented on a

1 The west facade of the church, now is integrated into the 17th century exonarthex. For the conservation of the frescoes in the church at Pološko and the removal of the seventeenth-century fresco layer, see: Џ. Гробанов, Д. Корнаков, Историјски портрети у Полошком, Зограф, 14, Београд 1983, 60-67, id., Историјски портрети у Полошком (II), Зограф, 15, Београд 1984, 85-93, id., Историјски портрети у Полошком (III), Зограф, 18, Београд 1987, 37-43.
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red background, while the donors are on a blue background. In this way the iconography, according to the Byzantine tradition emphasize the divine origin of the power of the Serbian sovereign⁶.

The figure of Dušan at Pološko occupies the most significant place on the wall and represents one of his most representative portraits. His proportions are significantly enlarged in comparison with the other surrounding figures and are close to the dimensions of his largest known portrait at Lesnovo⁷ Thus, the symbolism of dimensions contributes to the idea of submission to the supreme power of the sovereign⁸.

The power of Dušan is emphasized by his imperial insignia. On his head he wears a complex type of a crown - the kamelaукtion⁹. The fame of the kamelaукtion type crown derives from the tradition of the kamelaукtion not made by human hands of Constantine the Great who received it from an angel. It was hung over the altar of St. Sophia and as a special crown was worn by the Byzantine emperor during liturgical ceremonies from the end of XI century. It was only during the Paleologue dynasty that it became an official constitutional and royal insignia of the Byzantine Empire. Even though this insignia is found on the portraits of Serbian rulers preceding Dušan¹¹, Stefan Dušan especially manifested the desire to equal the emperor of Constantinople¹². Depicting himself with this type of crown he also wanted to emphasize the idea that as chosen by God he was a direct continuator of the legacy of Constantine the Great.

In his right hand he holds a sceptre while in his left hand he holds an akakia - a small roll-shaped bag tightened by a red thread¹³.

The imperial costume worn by the king decorated with precious stones consists of a purple divitision¹⁴ and a loris¹⁵. The most striking insignia in the representation of the Serbian king is his loris. The loris,


⁷ Габелић, op.cit., 167, fig. XLII. The figure of Dušan at Pološko is 2, 73 m while at Lesnovo is 2, 95 m. The custom of significantly enlarging the dimensions of the figure of the sovereign, in comparison with the surrounding figures was introduced in the Serbian art during the reign of Stefan Dušan. His enlarged representations in comparison to his wife can also be seen in Lipanj, Ljuboten, Lesnovo and Matejče, D. Vojvodić, Newly discovered portraits of rulers and the dating of the oldest frescoes in Lipijan, Зограф, 36, Београд 2012, 148, with bibliography.


⁹ The kamelaукtion is a dome-shaped crown, adorned with pearls and precious stones. Sometimes, like in Pološko, strings of pearls fall from the edges called prespendulia, E. Piltz, Kamelaукtion et mitra, Insignes byzantins impériaux et ecclésiastiques, Stockholm 1977, 80.


¹¹ For the portraits of Stefan Nemanja, Uroš I, Stefan Dragutin, Milutin and later for the portrait of king Vukašin, I. Kyutchoukova, Etude sur les insignes du pouvoir et le costume à la cour de Serbie, Cahiers Balkaniques, 31, Paris 2000, 121.

¹² Piltz, Kamelaукtion et mitra, 67. C. Grozdanov saw in the kamelaукtion an element of divinisation of King Dušan, relying on the fact that this type of crown became frequent towards the middle of the fourteenth century, on the images of Christ King of Kings in the area of Archdiocese of Ohrid, Ц. Грозданов, Охридското средновековно изкуство од XIV век, Охрид 1980, 55, 105, 107, fig. 27. Yet the usurpation of the imperial crown of Constantinople was always associated with a political aspiration, Piltz, Kamelaукtion et mitra, 137. Thus this type of crown is also found on the portraits of Dušan in the churches of Lesnovo, Кучевиште и Луботен, 3. Располитова-Николовска, О княжескип портретиума у цркви Свете Богородице у Кучевишту, Зограф, 16, Београд 1985, 42, fig. 2, 3, eadem, О владарским портретиума у Луботену и времену настанка зидне декорације, Зограф, 17, Београд 1986, 45-53, Габелић, op.cit., 168, fig. XLII.

¹³ Akakia is a sign of imperial faith in Byzantium. It is visible on almost all representations of the Byzantine and Balkan sovereigns. On the portraits of Nemanjić dynasty it takes a form of a roll tightened by a red thread. Constantine Porphyrogenitus indicates that the emperor is supposed to hold it in his right hand. However, in most cases Serbian kings are depicted holding it in the left hand, as can also be seen at Polosko, J. Veerpeaux, Pseudo-Kodinos, Traité des offices, Paris 1966, 201-202, Kyutchoukova, op. cit., 125.

¹⁴ Divetesion is one of the garments which characterizes the costume of the Balkan and especially Serbian sovereigns. It is a long silk tunic, worn underneath the loris and manikion. Its colour varies between purple and black. Divetesion is considered to be an equivalent of the sakkos. It is decorated on shoulders and edges with rich golden patterns of sumptuous embroidery. On the upper part of the sleeve are applied strips of richly ornamented fabrics called peribrachia. Kyutchoukova, op. cit., 128.

¹⁵ For the origin of the meaning of the loris, see E. Piltz, Loris-ett byzantsinsk insignium, Byzantina, 1, Gävé 1972, 8-15.
Fig. 1. The 14th century west facade of St. George at Pološko (now east wall of the narthex)
which for centuries was part of the official costume of the Balkan sovereigns, appears on the Dušan portraits in a different form - crossed over the chest in the form of the Latin letter “X”. This unusual form of loros already appears on the first known portrait of Dušan and it is not found on the portraits of other contemporary Byzantine or Bulgarian kings.

Scholars have already tried to explain the meaning of this loros on Dušan’s portraits as this ancient Byzantine imperial insignia had been removed from the Constantinopolitan court ceremonial in the 14th century. In this type of insignia, Cvetan Grozdanov saw a tendency for divinisation of the Serbian king because he noticed that in the fourteenth century Constantine the Great is almost always represented with this type of loros, just as the Christ King of kings in the composition “the celestial court”, while king David and the Archangel Michael and Gabriel are fairly regularly represented with this insignia.

Dragan Vojvodić noticing this type of loros on the representations of ancient, non-Christian kings, as well as on the images of St. Constantine the Great concluded that its meaning lies in the desire of the Serbian dynasty to emphasise their primacy and predetermination for imperium by providential connection with the first Byzantine rulers, such as St. Constantine.

At Pološko, this insignia was above all used to assimilate the King Dušan to Constantine the Great. The source for the assimilation of Dušan with Constantine the Great lies in the ideology of the Byzantine sovereigns where comparisons with the first Christian emperor, Constantine the Great, played an important role. Constantine was an idealized archetype of the

---

16 The loros crossed in the shape of the letter “X”, appeared on the portraits of Serbian rulers from the time of King Stefan Uroš III Dečanski, but was used the most frequently on the representations of Stefan Dušan. The insignia also appeared sporadically on the later Serbian rulers, Đ. Војводић, Укрштена дијадима и „торакион”. Две древне и неубицајене инсигније српских владара у XIV и XV веку. Трета југословенска конференција византолога, Београд-Крушевац 2002, 249-276.

17 Grozdanov, op.cit., 55, Grozdanov, Корнаков, Историјски портрети у Полошком, 61.

18 Војводић, Укрштена дијадима и „торакион”, 249-276.

19 For this ideology in the byzantine world, see: C. Walter, The Iconography of Constantine the Great, Emperor.
Christian ruler, a symbol of the emperor’s legitimacy and identity and a model for comparison. Therefore, Byzantine emperor was considered heir of Constantine and the defender of the faith - he was considered “as new Constantine”20.

This Byzantine political ideology was also adopted in medieval Serbia21. In the 13th and the 14th century, this ideology was almost simultaneously developed in painting and literature. In the wall paintings this comparison was emphasized by placing the Serbian sovereigns face-to-face to Sts. Constantine and Helen or by juxtaposing them22. In literature, the comparison between the Serbian sovereigns and Constantine the Great as an ideal model of Christian sovereign was above all treated in hagiography and hymnography23.

In his charters, Stefan Dušan refers himself twice to his model, the Emperor Constantine24. In the preamble of his charter of the donation he made to the Serbian Church of the Holy Archangels in Jerusalem in 1348, he states that he followed the example of his great ancestors Nemanja and Sava for their love for the Church, as well as the life in Christ of the holy Emperor Constantine and other sovereigns living in Psača (seventh decade of the 14th century) and in Marko’s Monastery (1376-1377), V. Đurić, Le nouveau Constantin dans l’art serbe médiéval, Lithostrôton: Studien zur byzantinischen Kunst und Geschichte, Stuttgart 2000, 56, 57, with bibliography. However, the best example is probably the representation of Milutin and Simonida in Staro Nagoričino. In Nagoričino, the parallel between Milutin and Constantin is emphasized not only by the fact that they are painted side by side, but also by the fact that they are painted in the same position and in the same costume, Б. Тодић, Старо Нагоричино, Београд 1993, 121.

20 For the comparison between the Emperor and Constantine the Great, see: O. Treitinger, Die oströmische Kaiser und Reichsidee nach ihrer Gestaltung in höfischen Zeremoniell vom oströmischen Staats- und Reichsgedanken, Darmstadt 1956, 129–134.
21 For this ideology in medieval Serbia and Bulgaria, see: Walter, op.cit., 105-110.
22 These examples are found in the narthex of Mileševa (ca. 1225), on the coins of King Radoslav (first half of the 13th century), in King’s Church at Studenica (1314), in Staro Nagoričino (second half of the 14th century), in

and Saint: with Associated Studies, Leiden 2006, 104-105, with bibliography.

23 Đurić, Le nouveau Constantin, 58, with examples.
24 Ibidem., 58.
the Orthodox faith. Later, in the preface to his Code of the Laws of the Empire, he thanked God for the rise of his power and the conquest of the new territories because He gave him all this in hand as he gave it to the great Emperor Constantine.

Thus, this type of loros appears on the portraits of Stefan Dušan to highlight the similarities between him and Constantine the Great who, as his 14th century representation in Pološko always wears the loros crossed in X. In order to proclaim the legitimacy of the reigning king, the iconography uses the reference to Constantine the Great presented as his ideal model.

The composition in Pološko also includes the symbolic crowning of the emperor (fig. 3). At the top of the composition, Christ Emmanuel crowns the emperor and his heir. This is the first example in the Serbian royal iconography where Christ himself crowns the Serbian sovereign and the prince. The image of the crown extended to the basileus by Christ, the Virgin or an angel was part of the Byzantine iconography from the time of the Macedonian dynasty.

This iconography has its source in the legend reported in the De Administrando Imperio, that the first imperial diadem was sent to Constantine the Great by an angel. Therefore, the iconographic formula confirms the idea that the Emperor is a sovereign inspired and protected by God and that his reign is guided by the Divine Providence. By depicting Dušan crowned by Christ himself, iconography could not express more

---

25 F. Miklosich, Monumenta Serbica, Vienna 1858, 134.
26 Б. Марковић, Душанов законик, Београд 1986, 88. The idea of the Serbian emperor as the New Constantine takes on its final shape in the years after 1346, in the last phase of Dušan’s imperial programme. A number of sources make clear the universal pretensions of the Serbian Emperor, which also explain his war plans focused on Constantinople. С. Марјановић-Душанић, Елементи царског програма у Душановој повељи уз Законик, ПКИЖФ, 65–66, Београд 1999–2000, 3–20, Marjanović-Dušanić, Vojvodić, op. cit., 302-303.
27 The divine investiture by the angels was already depicted in Gračanica on the portraits of Milutin and Simo-nida and on the portrait of Stefan Dušan in Treskavec, G. Subotić, L’Art Médiéval du Kosovo, Paris 1988, fig. 39-40, С. Цветковски, Портрети византијских и српских владара у манастиру Трескавцу, Зограф 31, Београд 2006-2007, 158-166. For the examples of royal investiture in Serbian medieval art, see: Ј. Башин, Примери инвести-туре владара у српској средњовековној уметности, Viminacium 17, Požarevac, 2014, 147–184.
28 С. Jolivet-Lévy, L’image du pouvoir dans l’art byzantin à l’époque de la dynastie macédonienne (867-1056), Byzantion, 57, Bruxelles 1987, 441-470. Eadem, Images de l’empereur; Economie et société à Byzance (VIIIe-XIIe siècle). Textes et documents, Paris 2007, 7-12. The symbolic coronation of the emperor by a delegated figure (on the first place angel or archangel) was developed in Byzantine iconography. This iconography is based on the legend reported in De Administrando Imperio, that the first imperial crown was sent to Constantine the Great by an angel, Jenkins, trans., Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio, 66-67.
29 For the symbolic investiture of the sovereign, see: Grabar, L’Empereur, 112-122. See also: T. Kambourova, Du don surnaturel de la couronne: Images et interpréta-tions, Zografe, 32, Београд 2008, 45-58, for the example from Pološko, 54-55.
clearly the divine origin of his power. The crowning of Dušan and Uroš by Christ himself in Pološko was repeated three years later in Lesnovo, where Christ crowns Stefan Dušan and his wife Jelena.

The portrait of the sovereign at Pološko is also distinguished from other images of Dušan by the representation of the delivery of the sword (fig.3). The image of the sword granted by the archangels or the Theotokos to the victorious sovereign, who obtains his victories by the will of God, is known in Byzantine iconography. The granting of the sword to a Serbian ruler was depicted for the first time in Na- goričino where the patron of the church - St. George, hands the sword to King Milutin. Vojislav Đurić explained the creation of this motif by a concrete historical event – Milutin’s victory against the Turks in Asia Minor in 1313.

The episode of granting the sword in Pološko is also related to a historical event - Stefan Dušan in Pološko is painted with a sword immediately after his greatest victories in 1343, when he conquered the cities in the south Macedonia and Albania. His successes in the battles near Velbužd (1330), and his victories won in the following years were considered by his contemporaries as battles won by the will of God. The same idea that he was guided by the help of God and the sign of the cross can be found in Dušan’s official documents of that time.

Andronicus III Palaeologus after the armistice of August 1334, according to Dušan’s biographer, Archbishop Danilo, said: “I see that all this was gained as a gift from the Lord”, referring to his territories lost in the war with Dušan. The same ideas are also contained in the first Dušan Charter granted to the Monastery of Treskavec and in the charter Dušan granted...
to the church of the Virgin Peribleptos in Ohrid38 after the conquest of Prilep and Ohrid. Archbishop Danilo compares Dušan to Joshua39, while Dušan his famous preface to the Imperial Code attributes his victories and the elevation of Serbian kingdom to the rank of empire to Divine Providence that similarly elevated Joseph (son of Jacob) to the position of administrator of Egypt40.

Another confirmation that the granting of the sward was a manifestation of the military power of Dušan and the idea that his conquests were a result of God’s will is also evident in by the dedication of the church. Again, like it was the case with Staro Nagoričino41, the church was dedicated to St. George Triomphant42. St. George Triomphant was venerated by Dušan and his father Stefan Dečanski as their ally. As a patron of Staro Nagoričino he was depicted above the entrance and on the iconostasis of the church43. Stefan Dečanski prayed before this icon before the battle of Velbužd (1330) which was the reason why this victory was associated with the help from St. George Triumphant44.

38 С. Новаковић, Законски споменици српских држава средњега века, Београд 1912, 664, 672.
39 Мирковић, прев., Архиепископ Данило, 140-141.
40 Н. Радојчић, Законик цара Стефана Душана 1349 и 1354, Београд 1960, 142-144.
41 This church is renovated and dedicated to St. George Triumphant by King Milutin, thankful for his victory against the Turks in Asia Minor in 1313 Б. Тодић, Старо Нагоричино, Београд 1993, 27, 121, В. Тодић, Serbian Medieval Painting. The Age of King Milutin, Belgrade 1999, 56.
42 For the dedication of the church, see: Ristovska, L’Église Saint-Georges de Polosko, 24-25.
43 Тодић, Старо Нагоричино, 36, 78, 87, 123, fig. 84.
44 In 1330 Stefan Dečanski prayed in front of the icon of St. George in Staro Nagoričino, asking for help during the battle in Velbužd. After his victory he commanded the silver plating for the icon, И. М. Ђорђевић, Две мо-литве Стефана Дениског пре битке на Велбужду и њихов одјек у уметности, Зборник за ликовне уметности Матице српске, 15, Нови Сад 1979, 135-150, Ђу-рић, ор.сит., 71, Тодић, Старо Нагоричино, 27, И. М. Ђорђевић, Завод сликарство српске власти у доба Немањића, Београд 1994, 88.
46 M. Chatzidakis, Kastoria; Mosaics, Wall Paintings, Athens 1985, fig. 19.
47 E. C. Constantinides, The Wall Paintings of the Pa-
George is depicted waving his sword in Protaton, on the iconostasis of Staro Nagoričino in St. Nicetas near Čučer, in Gračanica and in the church of the Dormition of the Virgin in Zeygostasi.

All these elements: the delivery of the sword, the dedication of the church to Dušan’s ally St. George Triomphant, as well as the depiction of St. George of Olympiotissa at Elasson in Northern Thessaly, proclaim the divine origin of Dušan’s victories.

Prince Uroš is depicted to the left of Dušan. Although at the time of the decoration of the church, Uroš was only six or seven, he is raised, in a unique way, to the same height as his father so that Christ could also touch his crown: his supedion is placed above an empty square field. He wears a divition similar to that of his father but which is nevertheless decorated more soberly. For the first time in his portraits, he is painted with a loros, also crossed over the chest in X. Nevertheless, his crown differs from that of his father. In his right hand he holds a sceptre - a double cross, and in his left hand the akakia.

To the left of Uroš is depicted his mother Jelena. She holds a sceptre, in her right hand, while her left hand is stretched forward. On her head she wears the propoloma, a tall open crown. Under the crown, the sovereign wears a veil, richly decorated down to the shoulders. She is adorned with rather imposing earrings of type “ad modum slavicum”. The Serbian sovereign wears a long dalmatic with long sleeves at the ends, called granatza.

On the other side of the wall in the first register in the naos (on the northern part of the west wall) are depicted Ss. Constantine and Helen (fig. 4). They are depicted with many insignia that figure on the Serbian royal couple. Ss. Constantine and Helen holding the cross placed between them stand on imperial pillow – a supedion and wear the same royal robes as the Serbian sovereigns: Saint George

---

53 For another explanation of this iconographic solution, that the paintings such as the one in Pološko did not celebrate triumph in a particular battle, but that it rather glorified the triumphant nature of imperial authority as such, see: Marjanović-Dušanić, Vojvodić, op.cit., 313.

54 In Serbian medieval painting there is another way of emphasizing the ideological importance of the heir. At St. Nicholas Bolnički in Ohrid (1345), Uroš at the age of eight is painted with the same size as his father, Ц. Грозданов, op.cit., 57, fig. 7.

55 Kyutchoukova, op.cit., 121.

57 Ibidem, 122.

58 Some experts, however, have doubts about the correct use of this element. According to B. Cvetković this is a masculine habit worn by the Basileus and his archons, Б. Цветковић, Прилог проучавања византијског дворског костима -Γραντζα, λαπατζάς, ЗРВИ, 34, Београд 1995, 143-157.

59 On the iconography of Ss. Constantine and Helen, see: Walter, op.cit., with bibliography.
Constantine is clothed in a purple *divition* with a *loros* crossed over his chest in *X*, and wears the *kamelakion* on his head. St. Helen is also depicted as Queen Jelena - she wears a dalmatic with long sleeves, called *granatza* and has *propoloma*, under which is the veil, that goes down to her shoulders.

By representing Sts. Constantine and Helen in an immediate proximity to the Serbian royal couple, and by depicting them in the same royal habits, the iconography confirms once again the analogy between these two couples.

**The comparison of Stefan Dušan with Archangel Michael**

The crossed *loros* depicted on the portrait of Stefan Dušan and St. Constantine the Great is repeated once again in the decoration of the church - on the representation of the Archangel Michael. In the naos of the church two archangels are depicted on the east pair of pilasters under the dome. Archangel Gabriel is depicted on the south-east pilaster while Archangel Michael is facing him on the north-east pilaster (Ο Μηχανή is depicted on the south-east pilaster while Archangel Gabriel of the church two archangels are depicted on the east once again in the decoration of the church - on the fan Dušan and St. Constantine the Great is repeated to Constantine the Great when the imperial costume and crown were brought to him by an angel. The Archangel Michael is therefore considered as protector of Imperial power and can play a role in accession to it. Stefan Dušan repeatedly expressed his gratitude to the archangels through texts and images, for it was through them that he had received his victorious sword. It was also the Archangel Michael who had transmitted to him the insignia of sovereignty of divine origin, following the example of the emperor Constantine the Great. By assimilating the Serbian sovereign to the Archangel Michael, the iconography affirmed both the sacredness of the power of the sovereign and his subordination to the heavenly power.

---

59 For the depiction of the Archangels at Pološko, see: A. Popova, *Les Puissances célestes et la Seconde Venue du Christ sur les fresques de Saint-Georges de Pološko*, Palimpsest, 1/2, Štip 2016, 135-137.


61 For the globe as an attribute of archangels, see: Габелтич, op.cit., 134-135.
In the church of St. George at Pološko is depicted one of the most striking galleries of historical portraits in the Serbian Medieval painting. In churches painted before Pološko, the members of the dynasty and the family of the noble founder were depicted face to face. In Pološko, the disposition of Dušan’s family portraits better reflect superiority of the emperor’s status. The face-to-face arrangement reflected the harmony between the rulers and their vassals, while the elevation of the image of the sovereign above the nobles insisted on the hierarchical difference that existed between them.

St. George of Pološko offers one of the largest and most representative images of the Serbian sovereign. At Pološko Dušan appears as a majestic ruler. In creating the portrait of Dušan in Pološko, the painter and his advisers adopted the language of a number of Byzantine Imperial images of that period, while complementing and reworking the solutions adopted for portraits and compositions dating back to the days at his predecessors. At the time that preceded the rise of the kingdom to the rank of empire, a set of symbols alluded to Dušan’s “legal” right to the title of emperor. His portrait at Pološko consolidates the idea of the sacralization of the new Serbian emperor by assimilating him to Constantine the Great and to Archangel Michael. The iconographic solutions of the crowning of the sovereigns by Christ and the granting of the sword to the king by an angel constituted not only a symbol of the authority emanating from his status as a sovereign but also of the triumphant image of the victor whose power is from heavenly origin. This portrait of Dušan, like the other images of Serbian imperial iconography, was intended to present Dušan as a faithful continuator of the work of his predecessors, but also as an orthodox pretender to the Byzantine imperial title.

The pictorial demonstration of the political power of Serbia in Pološko is explained not only by the importance of the historical moment of its construction but also by its location. At the time of its construction, Pološko was on the border between Serbia and Byzantium. The image of the royal family in Pološko, as well as in other contemporary monuments built on newly conquered territories, shows a tendency towards a more pronounced “sacralisation” of the king and the Serbian royal family in relation to the monuments located in the territories of the central core of the Serbian State.

VI (886-912) - crowned by the Virgin in the presence of the symmetrically placed Archangel Gabriel who has the same pose and the same costume as the Emperor. Archangel Gabriel occupies here the usual place of the Archangel Michael in the composition showing Theotokos flanked by the two archangels. Michael is according to the etymology of his name in Hebrew, „he who is like God“. The equivalence established between him and the sovereign indirectly refers to the idea of the emperor as the image of God on earth, ibidem, 436-437, with bibliography.
Во црквата Свети Ѓорѓи во Полошко се насликани едни од најимпресивните историски портрети во средновековната уметност на територијата на Република Македонија. Портретите кои порано се наоѓале на западната фасада на црквата, а сега се дел од источниот зид на наосот, се распоредени во две зони. Во долна зона се насликани портретите на донаторите, додека над нив се наоѓаат портретите на владаачкото срpsко семејство: Стефан Душан, неговиот син Урош и кралицата Елена. Овој труд се осврнува на претставата на срpsкото класично семејство, пред сè на Стефан Душан.

Претставата на кралот Душан во Полошко спаѓа помеѓу нејзините најзначајни историски претстави. Насликан е со големи димензии и изобилува со иконографски елементи кои имале за цел да ја изразат својата првост во христијанскиот цар Константин Велики. Паралелата помеѓу Стефан Душан и св. Константин Велики е незаменима за разгледување на политичката моќ на Душан во однос на спомениците кои се наоѓале на црквите на новоосвоениот српски територија.

Душан е насликан како владеделец, владаачко семејство и наосен меч. Во Полошко црквата Свети Ѓорѓи, во која се насликани и светите Константин и Елена како родители на новиот српски цар, биле посветени на Св. Ѓорѓи. Историскиот момент кога биле посветени на Св. Ѓорѓи бил одратен со неговата победа над Тураките кај Велбужд и зафаќа дека овој светител бил патрон на новата српска власт. Иконографскиот елемент бил значителен за разгледување на политичката моќ на Душан и неговите победи.